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Round 6, Lake Hartwell Georgia
The incredible heat and humidity was no match for Team Optima Racing’s riders during the Lake
Hartwell round of the Hydro Turf UWP-IJSBA National Tour. With overall victories in all four classes,
the weekend was a welcome turn around for the team.

Pro Ski GP
From the first practice, it was obvious Rob Flores had the
overall package to beat. With a moto one victory, Flores
was back to his winning ways. Moto two, saw Flores bring
home a second place finish despite a ride plate come
loose mid moto. An amazing accomplishment to ride a ski
of that speed, with such a debilitating handling
characteristic. Moto three would bring another second
place for Rob, pursuing Rick Sherker until the end. With
consistent 1-2-2 moto finishes, Rob would take the overall
victory and maintain his overall points lead in the premier
stand up class.

Pro Ski Stock
A bad start in moto one left Rob battling through the pack to
work his way up to a third place podium finish. Motos two and
three displayed another episode of the “Flow-Show” with Rob
dominating both extremely competitive motos, taking victories
in both and giving him the overall on the weekend.
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Sport Spec
A refreshed and hungry Glen Jung arrived with his “A-game” working all three
motos of Sport Spec, taking the victory in each. The three moto wins gave Glen the
overall on the weekend and extended his points lead in the overall point’s
standings.

Sport Spec Open
On the more powerful Sport Open skis, Glen once again proved to be the rider to
beat on the Hydro Turf UWP-IJSBA National Tour. Another set of triple moto
victories gave Glen Jung the overall on the weekend and setting him up for his
second double class National Championship as we head into the Charleston West
Virginia round.
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Future News
With a successful weekend for Team Optima Racing, we enter into the final round in
Charleston, West Virginia with the momentum in each of the respective classes in which
we compete. The final round is a double points round, which always brings in some
strategy as major upsets can happen with the additional points.
As always, thank you to all of our sponsors for your support!

